6 Day post tour Taste of

Nepal extension



Delhi - Kathmandu Delhi airfares



Airport transfers



Professional guides



Choice of accommodation
standard



Meals as per the itinerary



In-depth sightseeing



All monument entry fees

Day 1: Delhi 

- Kathmandu (B)

#1 Online travel
company in Australia



Webjet approved guides



Webjet crafted itineraries



Always Includes flights



No Fuss, simple booking

After breakfast, you will be met at your hotel by a Webjet representative and assisted
with your transfer to the airport for your onward flight to Nepal. Upon arrival you
will be transferred to your hotel where the rest of the afternoon if free to explore this
holy city at your own pace.
Day 2: Kathmandu (B)

process

The 6 day Nepal post tour
extension can be added on to
any Enchanting North India &
Varanasi tour departure date
Please note: Day 1 of the Nepal
post tour extension represents
Day 14 of the Enchanting North
India & Varanasi itinerary.

(B) - Breakfast / (L) - Lunch / (D) - Dinner
Flight

Cruise
Train

Today, head out on a full day discovering this city. First stop is Bhaktapur. Situated at
an altitude of 1,401 meters and is covers an area of four square miles. The place is
famous for woodcarving and the Bhadgaolen topi or cap. It is also renowned of its
myriad
wonders of cultural and artistic achievements. The most famous picture of this area is
Bhaktapur Durbar Square. The place of 55 windows, the stone temple of Batsala Devi
full of convoluted carvings, innumerable temples, architectural showpieces like the
Lion Gate, the statue of king Bhupatindra Malla, the picture Gallery, the Batsala
temple, etc are the major focal points of Bhaktapur Durbar square and it was listed in
the UNESCO World Heritage Monuments List in 1979.
Next we visit Boudhanath, the 2500 years old Buddhist Stupa in the Valley built in 5th
century with four pairs of eyes of Lord Buddha in four cardinal directions keeping an
eternal watch over the people and their doings. You will find Buddhist pilgrims from
Tibet going round the Stupa spinning the prayer wheels.
We finish our day with Pashupatinath Temple, the most sacred Hindu Temples in the
world and is amongst the five. On an annual pilgrimage during Shivaratri Festival
thousand of devotees of Lord Shiva from all the Hindu communities of the world pay
their homage here. Pashupatinath is the reincarnation of Shiva in his most benevolent
form as the shepherd of fertility and so there are no animal sacrifices in this temple,
only fruits. Flowers and vermilion are offered. It lies on the banks of the Bagmati river
and for the Hindus, to be cremated at Pashupatinath means a direct passage to

heaven. The rest of the evening is then free at leisure.
Day 3: Kathmandu - Chitwan National Park (B,L,D)
This morning after breakfast we head for Nepal’s natural treasure, Chitwan National Park
(approx. 5hrs drive). In the afternoon embark on an exciting Jeep Safari to witness the
thriving wildlife of Chitwan National Park. A UNESCO World Heritage Site, the forested
hills and changing river landscapes Chitwan, which is home to more than 60 species of
mammals, 544 species of birds, 126 species of fishes, and 56 species of reptiles and amphibians. The park is especially renowned for its protection activities of One Horned Rhinoceros,
Royal Bengal Tiger and Gharial Crocodile. Finish the day with a memorable twist to this
safari with an ultimate canoeing experience. A traditional dugout canoe takes you on a silent trip down the river as you observe aquatic birds, crocodiles and various other animals
in play. An expert Naturalist will accompany you through this extraordinary experience to
help you unravel the secrets of Chitwan National Park. This evening, discover the vibrant
culture of Nepal as you witness a Tharu Stick Dance performance.
The farmers from nearby villages dressed in traditional Tharu attire and jewelry showcase
their talent with extraordinary moves and energy. Accompanied by traditional instruments
and pulsating beats of music, shake a leg with these dancers, learn some new moves and
take away a little bit of Nepal with you.
Day 4: Chitwan (B,L,D)
This morning proceed for an elephant-back safari. Ride on elephants to explore the jungle
and wildlife the one-horned rhinoceros, several types of deer, monkeys, wild boar, bison,
sloth bear, leopard and, if lucky, the Royal Bengal tiger. This exciting ride lasts for 2-3
hours. After, visit an elephant-breeding centre, where you will get a unique chance to know
about the majestic creatures of nature. An expert naturalist will brief you about the behavior, nature and general habits of elephants. Learn about the life cycle of elephants and
watch these fascinating creatures as they interact, bond and share with each other. Observe
them multitask with their trunks from grabbing their food to scratching their backs. Tonight, a jungle experts will introduce the background data and history of
the Royal Chitwan National Park as well as some other topics relating to its wildlife.

Day 5: Chitwan National Park - Kathmandu (B)
This morning after breakfast we drive back to Kathmandu (approx. 5hrs drive). This afternoon, tour Kathmandu City including Durbar Square. The complex was residence to
Nepal's royal family before the construction of the Narayanhiti Palace. There are around 50
temples in the vicinity including the temple of titular deity, Taleju Bhawani - the tallest of
all structures, built by King Mahendra Malla in 1549 AD. The Durbar is divided into two
courtyards, the outer comprising Kasthamandap - a monument built from the trunk of a
single tree from which the name of the city Kathmandu was derived; Kumari Ghar - the
temple of the Living Goddess, and Shiva-Parvati Temple, and the inner consisting of Hanuman Dhoka and the main palace. Continue to Swayambhunath Stupa which literally means
'Self-Existent One.'Swoyambhunath is believed to have been established more than 2,500
years ago. The history of Kathmandu Valley is said to have started with the beginning of
Swayambhu. The largest image of the Sakyamuni Buddha in Nepal is in a monastery next
to the Stupa.
Day 6: Kathmandu -

- Delhi -

- Australia (B)

After breakfast, you will be met at your hotel by a Webjet representative and assisted with
your transfer to international airport for your onward flight. Due to flight scheduling in
and out of Nepal, you will be flown back to Delhi before joining your onward flight home.

